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Rapid Method for the Identification of Essential
Genes in Staphylococcus aureus
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A strategy based on a vector host-dependent for autonomous replication, pSA3182, was utilized
both for the rapid screening forStaphylococcus aureusgenes essential for cell viability and for the
introduction of specific polarity-neutral deletions in nonessential genes. The results obtained support
the use of pSA3182 for both purposes.© 1999 Academic Press
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Recently, the complete sequence of sev
bacterial genomes has been determined (B
neret al.,1997; Bultet al.,1996; Fleishmannet
al., 1995; Fraseret al., 1996; Kunst et al.,
1997). Based on this information a variety
studies, both fundamental and applied, n
have become possible. In the case of a pa
genic microorganism, such asStaphylococcu
aureus,the availability of the genome sequen
makes possible studies attempting to iden
genes that are essential either for viability of
microorganismin vitro or for its ability to caus
infections. The products of both classes
genes can be considered as potential targe
the effort to develop new classes of antimic
bial agents.

The aim of the present work was to deve
a protocol that allowed for the screening oS.
aureusgenes essential for viability. The syst
was also suitable for the introduction of defin
polarity-neutral deletions in genes that are
essential for viability but might be involved
pathogenicity. The approach used to eval
the essential character of a gene was base
the insertion by a single crossover of a spe
DNA sequence both in the middle of a structu
gene, with the inherent inactivation of the ge
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and at its 39 end, where the insertion does
affect the structural gene but might have a p
effect on the downstream genes. Comparing
frequency of insertions at these two location
a gene should give a good estimate on
essential character of the respective gene.

For each studied gene, defined fragment
cated either in the middle of the coding
quence or at its 39 end were cloned into a vect
host-dependent for autonomous replicat
pSA3182. pSA3182 (Fig. 1) was obtained
ligation of three distinct fragments: (i) a regi
of plasmid pT181 (coordinates 1–1687) (Kh
and Novick, 1983) containing the plasmid o
gins of replication for both the leading (Genn
et al.,1989) and the lagging strand (Grusset al.,
1987), but not therepC gene encoding the e
sential plasmid replication initiator, Rep
(Novick et al., 1982); (ii) a 2.9-kb fragmen
containing thetetAgene conferring tetracyclin
resistance (Nesinet al., 1990); and (iii) the
1.1-kb EcoRI L fragment of phage ø11 whic
includes the phage DNA packaging site (N
ick et al., 1986). As a result of its structur
pSA3182 can replicate autonomously only
strains where RepC is provided intrans.Such a
permissive strain, SA3528, has been c
structed as follows. ArepC gene in which th
overlapping origin of replication has been in
tivated by oligonucleotide replacement (Ior

lic
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145SHORT COMMUNICATION
nescu, 1989) has been inserted into transp
Tn917 carried by the delivery vector pTV1(T
(Youngman, 1987). Several transpositions
this engineered Tn917 into the chromosom
strain RN4220 (Kreiswirthet al., 1983) have

een selected and found to provide similar
ls of RepC activity. One of these isolat
A3528, was used in the present study. A s

lar strategy was recently reported in the c
truction of a vector used in another gra
ositive organism,Lactococcus lactisfor a
ifferent purpose (Leenhoutset al., 1998).
Due to the presence of the phage ø11 f
ent, pSA3182 could be transduced by ø11
A3528 at a very high frequency (over 5%)
ould not be established in strains that do
rovide RepC. However, transduction i
epC2 recipients might occur in the case

FIG. 1. Restriction m
on
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pSA3182 derivatives carrying specific ge
fragments, due to their ability to integrate in
the chromosome based on the homology
vided by the cloned fragment, as long as
insertion does not lead to the inactivation of
essential gene.

The approach outlined above was used to
the essential character of fourS. aureusgenes
nusG, div1B, dbpA,and dbpB,selected as po
ential targets for the development of new a
icrobial agents. For each gene, internal (n
, for knockout) and 39 terminal (noted P, fo
olar) fragments were generated by PCR u
mpliTaq DNA polymerase (Perkin Elmer C

us) under the conditions specified by the m
facturer. The size of all fragments was in
50 to 550 bp range. The primers used w
esigned in such a way as to provideBamHI

of plasmid pSA3182.
ap
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146 SHORT COMMUNICATION
sites at both ends of each fragment. After
plification, the fragments were digested
BamHI and cloned into the uniqueBamHI site
of pSA3182, using SA3528 as a host. Whene
possible, both orientations of the insert
pSA3182 were isolated. In pSA3182, transc
tion of tetA is toward the uniqueBamHI site
Fig. 1) and was shown to proceed beyond
nd of thetetA fragment (Iordanescu, unpu

ished results). As a result, for one orientation
he insert, noted1, the integration of the hybr
nto the chromosome by a crossover at the l
f the cloned fragment will be such that tra
cription oftetAwill be in the same direction a
hat of the disrupted gene. Under these co
ions, tetA transcription should extend dow
tream and might alleviate possible polar eff
f the insertion. This would not occur for t
pposite orientation, noted2.
The transduction frequency of each hybrid
epC2 recipient RN4220 was determined a

the values were normalized against the tr
duction frequency of the same hybrid to
RepC1 recipient SA3528. For all hybrids test
he absolute value of transduction frequenc
A3528 was in the range of 5–10%. pSA31
ithout any insert was used as a control.
alues obtained are presented in Table 1. N
hat for dbpA and dbpB two distinct interna
ragments (K1 and K2) were used to av
isinterpretations due to the possible resid
ctivity of truncated gene products.
For all constructs the efficiency of integrat

nto the chromosome seems rather low, as
ected by a transduction frequency at least4

times lower to RN4220 than to SA3528. T
might reflect a less efficient homologous reco
bination in S. aureus.No significant effect o
the orientation of the cloned fragments w
observed for the hybrids tested. The results
tained (Table 1) suggest that the genes te
fall into two classes. FornusG and dbpB the
ransduction frequency was about the same
ybrids with internal or 39 end fragments, whil

or the other two genes, the hybrids with the9
nd had a transduction frequency at least 5
0-fold higher than that of those with intern

ragments, suggesting that insertions in th
-
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tructural genes have, at least, some delete
ffects.
For each hybrid, 1–2 transductants isolate
N4220 were selected and analyzed to esta

hat they carry the hybrid specifically inser
nto the chromosome due to the homology p
ided by the cloned fragment. In a first step,
pecificity of the insertion was evaluated
CR amplification using as template chrom
omal DNA isolated from a transductant a
wo primers: one complementary to a seque
n tetA and the other corresponding to a
uence in the respective gene outside the cl

ragment. For all transductants studied, s
CR amplifications generated fragments of
ize expected (data not shown), indicating
ndeed integration into the chromosome
urred in a specific way. A second step invol
Southern analysis of the chromosomal re

xpected to carry the insert. Probes specific
or pSA3182 and for the studied gene w

TABLE 1

Relative Transduction Frequencies
of pSA3182 Derivatives

Gene Fragment
Transduction
frequencya

– – ,3.03 1027

nusG K1 6.83 1025

K2 2.83 1025

P1 1.03 1024

P2 3.13 1025

div1B K1 1.03 1026

K2 7.83 1027

P1 5.83 1026

P2 4.23 1026

dbpA K11 1.43 1026

K12 1.23 1026

K21 4.83 1027

K22 5.83 1027

P2 7.23 1026

dbpB K11 4.43 1025

K12 1.73 1025

K21 7.83 1025

K22 1.63 1025

P1 7.83 1026

P2 1.13 1025

a Transduction frequencies were expressed as a ra
transductants/ml obtained in RN4220 relative to SA3
All values are the average of at least three experimen
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147SHORT COMMUNICATION
used. Two types of results were obtained.
all hybrids carrying 39 end fragments as well
for those with internal fragments ofnusGand
dbpB, the Southern analysis indicated that
structure of the chromosomal region carry
the insert was as expected, and no signal c
sponding to the wild-type gene could be
tected. These results confirm that the inact
tion of these genes does not affect viabil
Multiple, tandem insertions of a hybrid we
observed in some of these transductants.
can be explained by the presence of the hyb
as long concatemers in transducing parti
(Novick et al., 1986).

The chromosomal structure of clones ca
ing insertions into the structural genesdiv1B
and dbpA did not correspond to that expec
and a signal corresponding to the wild-ty
gene was always present regardless of the
striction enzyme used. These data suggest
div1B and dbpA are essential genes and ins
tions disrupting their structure can occur only
cells carrying also a wild-type copy of the ge
as part of a duplication of the respective ch
mosomal region. Such duplications should
necessarily change the size of the diagno
PCR fragments generated by a single pai
primers, as presented above for these insert
The presence of duplications in the genom
many bacteria is well documented (Romero
Palacios, 1997). More studies are required
understand the nature of the duplications po
lated based on the experiments reported he

The conclusions, based on the results
sented, on the essential character of the
studied genes are in good agreement with
available from other organisms.nusG,known to
be involved in rho-dependent transcription
mination, was recently shown to be nonesse
in B. subtilis(Inghamet al.,1999). The produc
of div1B, an homolog ofE. coli FtsQ, is in-
volved in the initiation of cell division. Al
though div1B is not essential inB. subtilis at
temperatures under 30°C (Beall and Lutk
horn, 1989), it is essential for the normal rate
growth and cell division at all temperatu
(Rowland et al., 1997). dbpA and dbpB are
postulated to encode RNA helicases of
DEAD protein family. Some of these enzym
r
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have been reported to be essential in y
(Schmidt and Linder, 1992).

pSA3182 could also be used as part o
system for the generation of unmarked delet
in the S. aureuschromosome. Such syste
allow for the delivery of precise polarity-neut
mutations into bacterial chromosomes in a s
specific fashion (Reyratet al., 1998). The tes
locus in this approach was theresDE respons
regulator pair fromS. aureus.A 679-bp region
of upstream homology together with a 716
region of downstream homology was genera
by crossover PCR as described (Linket al.,
1997), except that in addition an in-frame t
mination codon was included directly before
overlap region. The final deletion was 201
and removed a C-terminal portion of the
sponse regulator along with an N-terminal
gion of the histidine kinase component. T
deletion disrupted the translational coupling
the pair and, together with the in-frame ter
nation codon, assured inactivation of the loc
The final PCR product contained termi
BamHI sites for insertion into pSA3182. Th
resulting construct, pHR321, was introdu
into RN4220 by electroporation, and single
sertion clones generated by homologous rec
bination with one of the two chromosomal fra
ments were isolated and analyzed by diagno
PCR with appropriate primers as descri
above (Fig. 2A). The second step involved
isolation of clones in which a second crosso
has occurred resulting in the loss of the in
grated pSA3182. The procedure used took
vantage of the fact that a pT181 origin canno
maintained in the presence of a source of R
in excess (Iordanescu, 1995). Plasmid pSA7
overproducing RepC and conferring erythrom
cin resistance was introduced into clones ca
ing the original pHR321 insertion and the tra
ductants screened for the loss of the pSA3
tetracycline-resistance marker (Fig. 2B). T
resulting tetracycline-sensitive clones were
amined for either abortive allelic exchange
generation of the wild-type locus) or succes
allelic exchange (introduction of the 201-bp
letion) (Bloomfield et al., 1991) (Fig. 2C) by
diagnostic PCR and Southern hybridization
clone containing the specific deletion was
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FIG. 2. Generation of an unmarked deletion in theresDE response-regulator pair. (A) Initial integration of
pHR321 into the locus via homology block 1. Not shown is integration at homology block 2. Both events we
possible and generated identical results. The deleted targeting cassette also contained an in-frame termin
codon (TAA). (B) Structure of the plasmid cointegrant. Upon activation of the pT181ori by the introduction of
pSA7592, excision of pSA3182 could occur via homology blocks 1 (pathwaya) or homology block 2 (pathway
b). Pathwaya would regenerate the wild-type locus and yield an abortive mutation event. Pathwayb would yield
a successful deletion event. (C) Loss of pSA7592 due to segregational instability to produce an unmar
plasmid-free deletion mutant.
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149SHORT COMMUNICATION
lated in this way. Subsequently, plasm
pSA7592 was lost from this strain by growth
nonselective medium. The resulting antibio
susceptible, plasmid-free clone could be te
for the effect of the specific deletion on grow
and virulence.

The results reported show that the system
veloped is efficient both as a rapid screen
method for the identification of essential gene
S. aureusand as a way to generate specific,
arity-neutral deletions in genes that are not es
ial but might be involved in pathogenicity.
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